
LAMINATION

SpeedyLam
The SpeedyLam 330R10 is the Fastest Pouch Laminator 
available! It will laminate up to 12’ per minute. That allows you 
to run a letter sized pouch every 5 seconds. The SpeedyLam 
offers 6 heated rollers, 2 cooling rollers and 2 outlet rollers. This 
unique 10 roller system offers super fast lamination speeds 
while assuring high quality results even on diffi cult to laminate 
items such as photos, inkjet prints and color copies. Patented 
cooling system keeps the exterior of the laminator cool to the 
touch even when doing long production runs. The SpeedyLam 
330R10 offers a cool down cycle. Just press and holding the 
power button, this activates the cool down cycle. The cooling 
fans will continue to run until the machine has reached the 
correct shut down temperature. When the system is cooled 
it will automatically shut itself off thus preventing damage to 
the heated rollers. The easy to remove top roller cover makes 
maintenance on the system simple. LCD Display Features: 
Temp. - variable heat controls. Speed - variable speed controls. 
Reverse - to clear jams. Hot & Cold - allows for both types of 
lamination. Counter & Reset - measure amount of lamination 
produced in a session. Memory - to preset jobs. Measure - 
measure actual roller temperature.

InstaFinish® Folders
Color copies, brochures or laser printed 
documents can be turned into custom 
pocket folders in seconds with our patented 
InstaFinish® print-on-demand pocket folders. 
Instantly customize sales promotion material, 
instructional manuals, reports to make your 
presentations stand out.

Step 1 – Insert material to be laminated under 
front, back or both outside covers.

Step 2 – Fold with outside covers facing 
inward (a protective carrier is not required).

Step 3 – Insert folder top end fi rst into any 12” 
pouch laminator.

Step 4 – After laminating remove adhesive 
strips from pocket tabs, fold pockets and 
press tabs into place. Now you have a custom 
pocket folder!
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